JSEG image segmentation
Color images with homogeneous regions are segmented with an algorithm to generate clusters in the color space/ class (different measures classes in spectral distribution, with distinct intensity of visible electro-magnetic radiation at many discrete wavelengths) (Cavani, 2007) . One way to segment images with textures is to consider the spatial arrangement of pixels using a region-growing technique whereby a homogeneity mode is defined with pixels grouped in the segmented region. Furthermore, in order to segment texture images one must consider different scales of images. An unsupervised color-texture regions segmentation algorithm is ideal for this purpose, since it tests the homogeneity of a given color-texture pattern, which is computationally more feasible than model parameter estimation. It deals with the following assumptions for the acquired image: -Image containing homogeneous color-texture regions. -Color information is represented by quantized colors. -Colors between two neighboring regions are distinguishable. The JSEG algorithm segments images of natural scenes properly, without manual parameter adjustment for each image and simplifies texture and color. Segmentation with this algorithm passes through two major stages, namely color space quantization (number reduction process of distinct colors in a given image), and hit rate regions with similar color regions merging, as secondary stage. In the first stage, the color space is quantized with little perceptual degradation by using the quantization algorithm (Deng et al, 1999b; Deng and Manjunath, 2001 ) with minimum coloring. Each color is associated with a class. The original image pixels are replaced by classes to form the class maps (texture composition) for the next stage. Before performing the hit rate regions, the J-image -a class map for each windowed color region, whose positive and negative values represent the edges and textures of the processing image -must be created with pixel values used as a similarity algorithm for the hit rate region. These values are called " J-values" and are calculated from a window placed on the quantized image, where the J-value belongs. Therefore, the two-stage division is justified through the difficult analysis of the colors similarity whital their distributions. The decoupling of these features (color similarity and spatial distribution) allows tractable algorithms development for each of the two processing stages. 
Segmentation algorithm evaluation
Natural scenes present a 24-bit chromatic resolution color image, which is coarsely quantized preserving its major quality. The main idea for a good segmentation criterion is to extract representative colors differentiating neighboring regions in the acquired image, as an unsupervised method. Therewith, the color quantization using peer group filtering (Deng et al., 199a) is applied through perceptual weighting on individual pixels, to smooth the image and remove the existing noise. Then, new values indicating the smoothness of the local areas are obtained, and a weight is assigned to each pixel, prioritizing textured areas to smooth areas. These areas are identified with a quantization vector to the pixel colors, based on General Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) (Gersho and Gray, 1999) , which the perceptually uniform L*u*v color space is adopted, presenting the overall distortion D:
And it is derived for:
The parameters: c i is the centroid of cluster C i , x(n) and v(n) are the color vector and the perceptual weight for pixel n. D i is the total distortion for C i .
With the centroid value, as denoted by Equation (2) -after the vector quantization and merged clusters, pixels with the same color have two or more clusters, affected by GLA global distortion. For merging close clusters with minimum distance between preset thresholds for two centroids, an agglomerative clustering algorithm is performed on c i (Duda and Hart, 1970) , as the quantization parameter needed for spatial distribution. After clustering merging for color quantization, a label is assigned for each quantized color, representing a color class for image pixels quantized to the same color. The image pixel colors are replaced by their corresponding color class labels, creating a class-map.
segmented class-map 1 not segmented class-map 2 In Figure 2 , class-map 1 indicates three regions containing a single class of data points for segmentation process, and class-map 2 is not segmented indicating a color uniformity.
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The symbols (+, -, #) denotes the label values (J-value) for three distinct data points. All necessary segmentation information, after color quantization, is extracted and relocated to a class-map. A specific region contains pixels from a color class set, which is distributed in image regions. These regions, forming each one, a class-map, has distributed points in all spatial data segments, corresponding a two-dimensional plane, and represents the cartesian position vector (x,y). In order to calculate the J-value, Z is defined as the set of all points of quantized image, then z = (x, y) with z ∈ Z and being m the average in all Z elements. C is the number of classes obtained in the quantization. Then Z is classified into C classes, Z i are the elements of Z belonging to class i, where i=1,...,C, and m i are the element averages in Z i .
The J-value is as follows:
where: 
The parameter S T represents the sum of quantized image points within the average in all Z elements. Thereby, the relation between S B and S W , denotes the measures of distances of this class relation, for arbitrary nonlinear class distributions. J for higher values indicates an increasing distance between the classes and points for each other, considering images with homogeneous color regions. The distance and consequently, the J value, decrease for images with uniformly color classes. Each segmented region could be recalculated, instead of the entire class-map, with new parameters adjustment for J average. J K represents J calculated over region k, M k is the number of points in region k, N is the total number of points in the class-map, with all regions in class-map summation.
For a fixed number of regions, a criterion for J is intended for lower values.
Spatial segmentation technique
The global minimization of J is not practical, if not applied to a local area of the class-map. Therefore, the idea of J-image is the generation of a gray-scale image whose pixel values are www.intechopen.com the J values calculated over local windows centered on these pixels. With a higher value for J-image, the pixel should be near region boundaries. Expected local windows dimensions determines the size of image regions, for intensity and color edges in smaller sizes, and the opposite occurs detecting texture boundaries.
(a) Using a region-growing method to segment the image, this one is considered initially as one single region. The algorithm for spatial segmentation starts segment all the regions in the image at an initial large scale until the minimum specified scale is reached. This final scale is settled manually for the appropriate image size. The initial scale 1 corresponds to 64x64 image size, scale 2 to 128x128 image size, scale 3 to 256x256 image size, with due proportion for increasing scales and the double image size. Below, in Figure 4 , the spatial segmentation algorithm is structured in flow steps.
Valley determination
A heuristics for the valley determination, presupposes a condition for small initial regions to be determined as the pattern growing. These regions have the lowest J values (valleys). As follows: a. Calculate the standard deviation and the average of the local J values in the region, denoted by σ J and μ J , respectively. b. Threashold for parameters above:
The condition to consider candidate valley points for pixels with local J values is determined T J > J. Connect the points based on the 4-connectivity and obtain the valleys. a. For candidate valleys smaller than the spatial segmentation relation between scale and image size, they are denoted as valleys.
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Valley growing and region merge
After valley determination, the new regions grow from the valleys, which obey the following rules: c. Non-determined pixels must be removed in the valleys, producing the local J values average in the remaining unsegmented regions. Then, pixels are connected below the average to form growing areas, and if these are adjacent to one and only one valley, they are assigned to that valley. www.intechopen.com d. Calculate local J values for the remaining pixels at the corresponding scale to locate the boundaries regions. e. Grow the remaining pixels at the final scale. Unclassified pixels at valley boundaries are stored in a buffer. The buffer is updated when all pixels are classified. An initial segmentation of the image is obtained, after region growing, providing oversegmented regions, merged on their color similarity. The quantized colors represent color histogram bins and their distance features are calculated through the regions extraction. This distance means the Euclidean distance between two neighboring regions. The pair of regions with minimum distance is merged together. All distances are stored in a database and it is updated when an estimate for color feature vector and the corresponding region is calculated. The process continues until a maximum threshold for the distance is reached. After region merging, the final segmentation results are obtained.
Programming (Color quantization and spatial distribution)
The sequential images in Figure 5 evince not only the color quantization (spatial distributions forming a map of classes), but also the space segmentation (J-image representing edges and regions of textured side). Several window sizes are used by J-values: the largest detects the region boundaries by referring to texture parameters; the lowest detects changes in color and/ or intensity of light. Each window size is associated with a scale image analysis. The concept of J-image, together with different scales, allows the segmentation of regions by referring to texture parameters. Regions with the lowest values of J-image are called valleys. The lowest values are applied with a heuristic algorithm. Thus, it is possible to determine the starting point of efficient growth, which depends on the addition of similar valleys. The algorithm ends when there are spare pixels to be added to those regions. Figures 6 to 10 illustrate not only color quantization and spatial distributions of J-image in others natural scenes, but the flood fill implemented algorithm, for determining the boundaries edges connected on the region growing areas (using queue data structure provided from region valleys). All scenes were submitted to a gradient magnitude, as segmentation function rating (Sobel masks for higher values at the borders of navigation areas and lower values inside planting areas), then image is segmented with a watershed transform directly on the gradient magnitude. JSEG outperforms the evaluation for all images, with an effective spatial distribution on planting lines.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and statistical pattern recognition
Due to the nature of nonlinear vectors, it is fundamental that an ANN-based classification method associated with a statistical pattern recognition be used. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is suitable for default ANN topology to be implemented through a customized backpropagation algorithm for complex patterns. The most appropriate segment and topology classifications are those using vectors extracted from HSV color space (Hue, Saturation, Value), matching RGB color space (Red, Green, Blue) components. Also, the network with less MSE in the neurons to color space proportion is used to classify the entities. www.intechopen.com statistical improvement, which processing speed is essentially important, for pattern classification. Bayes Theorem and Naive Bayes both use a technique for iterations inspection, namely MCA (Main Component Analysis), which uses a linear transformation that minimizes co-variance while it maximizes variance. Features found through this transformation are totally uncorrelated, so the redundancy between them is avoided. Thus, the components (features) represent the key information contained in data, reducing the number of dimensions. Therefore, RGB space color is used to compare the total number of dimensions in feature vectors with HSV. With a smaller dimension of iterations, HSV is chosen as the default space color in most applications. Bayes Theorem introduces a modified mathematical equation for the Probability Density Function (PDF), which estimates the training set in a conditional statistics. Equation (4) denotes the solution for p(C i |y) relating the PDF to conditional class i (classes in natural scene), and y is a n-dimensional feature vector. Naive Bayes implies independence for vector features, what means that each class assumes the conditional parameter for the PDF, following Equation (5).
Thus, the following items detail these merging techniques for image processing and pattern recognition as far as generated and customized segmenting algorithms are concerned withal. As a result, a modular strategy with JSEG algorithm, ANN and Bayes statistical theorem approach is essential for based applications on agricultural scenes.
Multilayer perceptron customized algorithm
Derived from back-propagation, the iRPROP algorithm (improved resilient backpropagation) (Cavani, 2007) is both fast and accurate, with easy parameter adjustment. It features an Octave (Eaton, 2006) module which was adopted for the purposes of this work Fig. 11 . ANN schematic topology for planting lines with three classes.
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and it is classified with HSV (H -hue, S -saturation, V -value) color space channels histograms of 256 categories (32, 64,128 and 256 neurons in a hidden layer training for each color space channel: H, HS, and HSV). The output layer has three neurons, each of them having a predetermined class. All ANN-based topologies are trained with a threshold lower than 0.0001 mean squared errors (MSE), the synaptic neurons weights are initiated with random values and the other algorithm parameters were set with Fast Artificial Neural Network (FANN) library (Nissen, 2006) for Matlab (Mathworks Inc.) platform, and also its Neural Network toolbox. The most appropriate segment and topology classifications are those using vectors extracted from HSV color space. Also, a network with less MSE in the H-64 was used so as to classify the planting area; for class navigable area (soil), HSV-256 was chosen; as for the class sky, the HS-32.
Normalization and feature extraction
This section tackles how statistical methods were employed as a combination of results with ANN, showing how accuracy in non-linear features vectors can be best applied in a MLP algorithm with a statistical improvement, which processing speed is essentially important, for patter classification. The MSE results for each topology, shown in Table 1 , were partitioned to eliminate the feature vectors that are distant from the class centroids, so the classifier will deal in less dispersed vectors. Upon observing the following RGB space color is used to compare the total number of dimensions in feature vectors with HSV. With a smaller dimension of iterations, HSV was chosen as the default space color. For such iterations inspection, a technique (main component analysis -MCA) uses a linear transformation that minimizes co-variance while it maximizes variance. Features found through this transformation are totally uncorrelated, so the redundancy between them is avoided. Thus, the components (features) represent the key information contained in data, reducing the number of dimensions (Costa and Cesar Jr, 2001; Haykin, 1999; Comaniciu and Meer, 1999) .
In HSV space color, the Bayesian classifiers have produced results which are similar to RGB, where there is a hit rate when the number of dimensions increases in an accuracy average ranging from 20% to 50%. A maximum rate accuracy for HSV is 0.38817, which occurs for 30% and 6777 dimensions. In RGB space color, Bayesian conventional classifiers are identical to Naive results, because as the dispersion of classes increases, there is an average hit rate, which goes up to 50%. The classifiers concerning the number of dimensions are different from the previous ones, which range from 20% and 30%, where hit rates fall as the number of dimensions increases. Although the three methods deliver different performances, yet similar behavior, because the hit rate of the class sky tends to improve owing to the increase in the number of dimensions. Navigation and planting area classes are listed as false feature vectors by the texture similarities in training, which means that ANN and Bayesian must be coupled for improved results.
RGB
The following graph about the first components shows that the RGB curves have a higher percentage than most HSV curves. Also, it can be observed that all curves present values lower than 90%. The corresponding class maps, the corresponding class-maps for the three first natural scenes in Figure 4 , were shown above, for normalization merging techniques and space colors (Bayes/ HSV), (Bayes/ RGB), (Naive Bayes/ HSV), (Naive Bayes/ RGB), (ANN/ HSV) and (ANN/ RGB).
Conclusions
This chapter presented merging techniques for segmentation and ANN-statistical classification of navigation agricultural scenes, running multiple segmentation tests with JSEG algorithm possible. As the data provided evince, this generated algorithms fulfils the expectations as far as segmenting is concerned, so that it sorts the appropriate classes (navigation area, planting area and sky). As a result, a modular strategy with ANN and Bayes statistical theorem can be an option for the classification of segments. Moreover, the classification using different types of feature vectors caused the classification metric to be more accurate and sophisticated with ANN, as well as the HSV color space to have lower MSE in test values. Both JSEG and MLP proved suitable for the construction of an image recognition system. It was estimated that 80% of the information received by human is visual. Image processing is evolving fast and continually. During the past 10 years, there has been a significant research increase in image segmentation. To study a specific object in an image, its boundary can be highlighted by an image segmentation procedure. The objective of the image segmentation is to simplify the representation of pictures into meaningful information by partitioning into image regions. Image segmentation is a technique to locate certain objects or boundaries within an image. There are many algorithms and techniques have been developed to solve image segmentation problems, the research topics in this book such as level set, active contour, AR time series image modeling, Support Vector Machines, Pixon based image segmentations, region similarity metric based technique, statistical ANN and JSEG algorithm were written in details. This book brings together many different aspects of the current research on several fields associated to digital image segmentation. Four parts allowed gathering the 27 chapters around the following topics: Survey of Image Segmentation Algorithms, Image Segmentation methods, Image Segmentation Applications and Hardware Implementation. The readers will find the contents in this book enjoyable and get many helpful ideas and overviews on their own study.
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